
Honors English 11 
Reading Calendar 2014 
 

Unit II. 
The (Sour) Milk of Human Kindness:  

Reading Macbeth 
 
 

To set out to establish the relevance of Shakespeare is a rather hopeless 
project.  It is rather like saying “I’m going to establish the relevance of 
my own mother and father.”  Whether you think they are relevant or 
not, your own mother and father will always be relevant.  Shakespeare 
is our mother and our father.    
     -Harold Bloom 
 
 
Macbeth is the story of an ambitious soldier who will stop at 
nothing to rule the country he so valiantly fights to defend.  
Though the script was written at the start of the 17th 
century, we see in Macbeth’s struggles traces of Gatsby’s 
struggles, and perhaps even our own.  
 
We read Macbeth not simply to understand its thrilling plot, 
but to consider its meanings beyond its 17th century British 
context.  Why is this script still widely studied? Who is 
Macbeth for us, today? How far will we go to get the things 
we want? How does ambition shape our understanding of free will?  Answering these questions 
requires us to consider the previous books we have read in class.  To do so, we must put settings, 
characters, conflicts, and themes in conversation and create meaning for ourselves.  
 
But producing meaning does not simply come from interaction between reader and text; other voices 
are involved, too.  To understand these voices we will read a few critical essays, paying close attention 
to the critics’ claims, analysis, and evidence from the script.  Then we will compare these authors’ 
ideas to our own.  No doubt, thinking about these analytical moves will assist us as we create and 
compose our own thoughts in the future. Think deeply!  
 

Date Day Work Due at Start of Class Work in Class 

10/15 W Enthusiasm for your own education! -Shakespeare Background 
-Virtual Tour: Globe Theater 
-Holinshead Chronicles & Macbeth 
-Distribute Macbeth 

10/16 
½ Day 

Th - Read & Annotate: Borges, “Shakespeare’s 
Memory”  
(or, listen to an excellent reading of the 
story here) 

-Discuss Borges in relation to 
Shakespeare today 

10/17 F  -Intro Harold Bloom  
-Watch Bloom interview and complete 
interview question handout  

 

10/20 M -Read Act I.i-iii -Act I close reading Qs 
 

10/21 T Finish Act I -Act I Close Reading Qs 
-Begin reading Act II 

  

“Edwin Forrest, full-length portrait, standing facing 
 left, as MacBeth (Act IV, Scene 1), with left hand  

on sword, figures in background.”   
Engraving from Library of Congress, c.1840 

 

http://www.newyorker.com/books/page-turner/fiction-podcast-hisham-matar-reads-jorge-luis-borges


10/22 W -Read Act II.i-ii 
 

-Dramatic Reading Assignment - 
-Discuss II.i-ii 
-Use of elision as a method of dramatic 
development 

10/23 Th -Read Act II.iii-iv -Dramatic Reading 
-Discuss key lines, close reading Qs 
-Intro Bloom, “Macbeth” 
 

10/24 F -Long Reading: Read & annotate Sec. 1-
3 of Bloom, “Macbeth” re: sex & 
Duncan’s murder 
-Turnitin response due 10/23 @ 11:59pm! 

-Share responses in sm. groups 
-Discussion: Sexual readings of Duncan’s 
death 
-Debrief Bloom passage, does he still 
“matter”? 

 

10/27 M Read Act III.i-iii -Dramatic Reading 
-Close reading Qs 

10/28 T Read III.iv-vi -Dramatic Reading 
-Scene comparison: III.iv (the dinner 
scene) PBS v. BBC 

10/29 W Act IV -Dramatic Reading 
-Key quote discussion 

10/30 Th Act V.i-iv -Dramatic Reading 
-Key Quote Discussion 
-Panel Discussion Assignment 

½ Day 
10/31 

F Act V.v-vii (Finish) -Dramatic Reading 
-Key Quote Discussion 
-MB Wrap up 

 

11/3 M  -Scene comparison: PBS v. BBC Endings 
-Revisit Bloom, “politicizing the play” 
-Distribute critical readings 

11/4 T -Read & annotate Ramsey, Coursen, OR 
Carr & Knapp 

-Critical conversation jigsaw 
-Begin Panel Discussion 

11/5 W  -Continue Panel Discussion 

11/6 Th -Complete quote review packet -Finish Panel Discussion 
-Review key quotes for exam 

11/7 F -Study for your exam! -Macbeth Exam 

 
 

Dates to Remember 
Panel Discussions – Tuesday-Thursday, November 4th-6th  

Exam – Friday, November 7th 
 

 


